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6 I Fallen Women : The Gender of Horizontality and the 

Abandonment of the Pedestal by Giacomelli and Epstein 

David J. Getsy 

A central theme of lhe narrntives of modern scu lpture concerns the critical engagement 

with and eventual abandonment of the pedesraL The crux of this Story, as it is often told, 

occu rred in 1932 wit h Alberlo Giacomelli's Surrealist scul pture, Womall with herthrom 

Cllt (fig. I ), It has become com mon to see this work, with its activation of the experiential 

environment of the specta tor, as a precedent for Ihe minimalist and postminima list 

explorarion of litera lity and presence. While Giacomeni's slOry is well known, he was not 

alone in this endeavour. [n that sa me yea r of 1932, Jacob Epstein created his Womall 

possessed (fig. 2) , a work that Sim ilarly repudiated the im perative of the pedestal. Li ke 

Giacometti 's Womml , Epstein's work was made withou t a base so it could be placed 

d irect ly on the fl oor. Derived from his own engage ment with pri mit ivist styles and 

subject malter, Epstein's sculpture represents a woman who has lost a ll self-control and 

writhes in the throes of a spiritual or demonic possession. She has fallen to the ground, 

unable to hold e ither her body or her mind under her own will. Epstein's work, thai is, 

shares with Giacomeni's the depiction of a woman who is not only horizontal but also 

prostrate and he lpless on the noor. 

[n w hat foll ows, I wi ll take the coincidence of these two contemporaneous 

scu lptures - one in Fra nce, the other in England - as the starting poin t for an 

int errogation of some of the gendered conventions a t work in the deve lopment of 

mod ern sculpture. These twO artists made si milar moves towards the floor, and both 

were drawing on the same scu lptura l traditions. In pa rticular, I see both Epstein and 

Giacomelli as reg istering a longstanding logic of the figurative statue that implicitly 

equa ted verticali ty wi th H s ubject ivity that was itse lf assumed to be gendered male. 

Both artists moved the statue to the noor by toppling it, making that statue represent a 

woman, and depriving that figure of any implication of or capacity for self-possession. In 

order to do away wi th the pedestal. that is, they both relied upon gender as a crucia l 

factor facilitating what are ostensibly formal decisions. 

There are a number of precedents fo r this modernist move to the floor, some of 

which should be noted before embarking on a discussion of Epstein's and Giacomelli 's 



Fig I A1beno Giacomelli, v.bman with ""r rhro.1l cuI (Femme~) 
bronze, 1932 
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fatlen women. Scul plors such as Constantin Brancusi, Wilhelm Lehmbruck and Epstein 

himself had earlier made works that took on a new re lationship between sculpture's 

ph ysical support and its actual enviro nment. Brancusi 's 1909-10 Sleeping muse or 

Epstein's 1902-4 He.1d of a baby both lay the head directly on the table or base in such 

a way as to emphasize it's autonomy from rhe support or pedestal. Similarly, Lehmbruck 

created works such as his smal l Crawling child (1909), which could be placed in various 

orientations on a table or base to represent the different possible bodily positions of a 

child tentatively learning to walk. All of these works, to some degree, drew upon Auguste 

Rodin's reconsideration of the figure's relationship to orientation and gravity, an agenda 

most evident in the works related to the GmesofHeJJ (1880- 1917). Beyond the realm 

of figurative sculpture, the floor would also become a crucial componen t of some of 

Marcel Duchamp's readymades such as the Bonlerack (1914) or, more evidently, Tr.1p 

(19 17), in which a coat rack was attached to the floor of his studio. Creating a literal and 

conceptual sna re, Tmp not only activated the actual envi ronment in which the viewer 

moved, it physically challenged the viewer within it by reorientat ing an everyday object. 

There were, then , earlier instances of floor-bound objects and smaller scale, table

tOp sculpture without convent ional bases. This was not only the case with early

twentieth-century modern scu lpture, and one can find further examples from the 

previous centuries among bibelots or smallscale stat uettes. Indeed, both Epstein's earlier 
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bronzes withoul' bases and Giacometti's OWIl series of horizontal tabletop objects from 

the early 1930s operated on a such a scale. What made the sculptures of 1932 a notable 

departure from previous experiments, however, was thei r citation of the traditions of 

figurative statuary via their bold representation of the body (and not juSt a fragment) on 

a less intimate and more confrontationa l scale. (It should be noted, however, thm neither 

sculpture is human size. The Epstein measures 33.3 xl0.2 x 45.1 em , and the Giacometti 

22 x 53.5 x 87.5 em). 

Of the two arlists, it was Giacomelti who had most thoroughly explored the 

horizontal formal in a series of works created during the three years leading up to 

Woman Willi her Ihrom CIII. Beginning with works such as Reclining woman wllo dremllS 

(1 929)' he reconstituted the figure as a set of linear fo rms evoking body parts and 

positions. This led to works such as J-/ead/L.1Ildscape (1930-31 ) or No more pl,1Y (1933), 

in wh ich he crea ted self-contained topographies in the format of gameboards. As 

Rosalind Krauss has noted, Giacometti's work of this period (up to WOIIJ.111 w i lh her 

fliroM cur) was concerned with: 

sculpture'S withdrawal from the frame of vision, which is couched 

in the verticality of both the image seen and the uprightness of the 

viewing subject, whose 'i maginary' is also deployed along the 
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vertical axis. The horizontal field assumed by Giacomelti's work of 

the '30s organizes these objects more in the kinetic than the optical 

axis: the bod ily t.rajectories of wal king and touching and sleeping. 

That Giacometti explored this axis (in Woman with Her Throm CIIt, 

No More Play, and [he erotically charged Project for a Pass.1gewi/y) 

puts him more in touch with the radical scu lptu re of the '70s (think 

of Smithson, Serra, Andre, Morris) than the constructivist work of 

the late '60s (Caro, here).! 

Woman with herrhroat cur was, of all of his horizontal works of this period, the most 

physically confrontational. Un like the table·top gameboards and objects, th is sculpture 

of a murdered woman occupies a posi tion low to the ground and directly on the floor. 

As Krauss observed, this shift of ax is places Woman witll lIer rhroar Ctl t outside the 

conventional framework for freestanding figurative sculpture. It is contiguous with the 

architectural envelope of the exhibition space in a manner more immediate than either 

traditional sculptu re or even Giacometti 's other works of this period . Of cou rse there 

arc many horizontal-format or reclining statues throughou t the history of art, but 

Giacomelti's work has been seen as revolu tionary for forcing the viewer to share the floor 

with lhe representation of a dead woman. 

Conventionally, Woman witll her Ih M1t CIIt has been understood in relation 10 [he 

Surrealist fascination with sex and deat h. The body depicted is manti s- like and 

abstracted, but it is nevertheless deliberately marked as 'female' through the inclusion of 

breasts (not to mention the title). The rib· like forms seem to have been spread apart 

and thus no longer capable of offering any protection. By implication, the subject has 

been seen as a victim of sexual violence. The splayed legs and prostrate position of the 

figure sugges t such a reading, and the work has also bee n see n in the light of 

Giacometli's youthful fantasies of rape and murder.2 Reinhold Hohl has suggested , as 

well, that the violence ofthe sculptu re could be traced to the end of his relationship with 

his lover, Mad ina Visconti.3 Regardless, the fi nal form of the Woman willi her throat Cllt 

canflates the murderous act with the sexual acceSSibility that is central to the canonical 

format of the reclining female nude. The work stages just such an episode as we might 

expeci from the Surrea lisl obsessions with death and des ire. Giacomeni intimated a 

disqu iet ing encou nter between viewer and sculplure, and we walk up to Ihe work as 

we might a corpse encounte red in an alley. As Krauss remarked, for this work 

"confrontation is a major resource".4 

Looki ng 81 Epste in's trealment of the same theme, we are si milarly faced wi th a 

woman who is no longer in control her own body. The clenched fi st's and prostrate yet 
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writhi ng body renect her inner turmoil and loss of se lf-possess ion. The horizonta l 

position of this sculptu re has sometimes been considered anoma lous amongst Epstein's 

slOne ca rvings, but in fact it had parallels in his experimen ts in modelling. Epstein's 

carved and modelled works are frequently considered as sepa rate trajectories, yet we 

can see in Woman possessed lin expans ion, in stOne, of the spa ti al conce rns he had 

already been ex ploring in his bro nzes. In addition to th e 1902-4 He,1d ofa baby, 

othe r works such as the Fourth portmit of Peggy Jean (1920) and SllIlirn reclining 

(1931 ) are ea rlie r exam ples of his innovat ive invest igations into the re la ti onship 

benveen figure, base and support. 

Both the content and style of Woman possessed derived from Epstein's interest in 

non-Western art, and it has been suggested Ihal a sculpted figure from Gabon provided 

the forma t and thematic inspiration for the piece.S The imagery of the spirit possession 

and the nud ity of the figure certai nly cou ld be seen in relation to sensationalist stories 

of Africa n ritual practices that were constitutive components of the mythica l image of 

the 'Prim itive'.6 More fundamentally, WOIlWIl possessed must also be seen in Ihe context 

of Epstein's invest igations into mythical and essential images of gender during Ihe same 

years.7 ln pa rticular, the scandalous Gellesisof 1929-30 and Ad.1m of 1938 frame this 

period. Both works exaggerate bodily ind icat ions of sex, foregrou ndi ng its themati c 

importance to the subject matter of these works. Also, at the end of this period Epstein 

sculpted the 1937 Consumnwtulll est, an image of Christ presenting his wounds prior to 

his worldly death . In cont rast to the psychic and bod ily turmoil of the earlier Wonwn 

possessed, Epstein'S Christ calmly displays his palms to Heaven. Though floor-bound, 

this figure resists the floor, exhibiti ng a defiant subjectivity and self.control completely 

alien to the earl ier sc ulpture. Whereas Woman possessed depic ts a violent interna l 

struggle for control, represented by her inability to stand, the later Christ passive ly 

relinqu ishes a vertica l bodily orientation as a metaphor for his surrendering of the fl csh. 

While motiva ted by vastl y diffe ren t agenda s, a nd created in d iffere nt na tional 

contexts and with differem attitudes to figuration and materials, both Epstein's WOI1I<1Il 

possessed and Giacomelli 's WOI1WIl with her throat em share a similar interweaving of 

subject matter and orientation. Both women have fa llen (0 the ground precisely because 

they have lost their capacity for self-determination and se lf-possession. Whether from 

the violent and murderous act or by the equally violent conquest of the mind through 

spirit posseSSion , their agency has bee n taken from them. Disturbing ly, both Epstein 

and Giacometti furthermore intimate a male viewi ng position from which these shocking 

scenes open themse lves [Q eroticism. Just as it haS often been nOtcd that Giacomelli 's 

work possibly evokes the sexuallhrough the con flat ion of sex and death ,a so tOO could 

we read the pose of Epstein's possessed woman as having sexual connota tions, which 
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would be in keeping with the insistent exploration of sexua lity throughout his work. As 

Richard Cork has observed, "Whether terror or ecst asy is her principal emotion, she is 

absolutely in its thrall."9 

Whal binds these two contemporaneous experiments together - and what they, 

together, help 1'0 illuminate about the gendered conventions of modem sculpture - can 

be drawn out by pladng them into a broader context of figurat ive sculpture, for it was 

the convenrions of that larger comext to which both Giacometti and Epstein reacted. 

There are twO central issues for the statuary tradition that are pertinent to the present 

analysis of these works: the spatial isolation of statuary and the consequent reliance on 

the human figure and its poses to convey meaning. 

Most often, the statue stands alone in space with only a small number of attributes. 

There is no represented background for the stat ue, and consequent ly any spat ial or 

environmental context can on ly be implied in a limited way through additions to the 

base. Generally, only the statue's pedestal dema rca tes the figure 's setting as well as its 

disti nction from the surrounding space. Sculptors have always been aware of this 

limitation, and in response many have postulated the spatial autonomy of the statue. 

Perhaps the most explicit exam ple of this can be found in the work of Rodin, which 

both culminated the figurative tradition and provided the catalyst for developments of 

more sel f-consciously modernist sculpture in the twentieth cemury. One of Rodin's most 

perceptive commentators, Ra iner Maria Rilke (a lso his personal secretary), argued that 

his twisting and contorted figures eschewed any relationship 1'0 the actual environment 

in which they were placed. They transcended the limitations of gravity, having become 

autonomous from the exigencies of the surrounding space. Rilke wrote, 

Rodin : This is what makes his sculpture so iso lated, so much a 

fortress-like work of art: protecti ng itself, milita nt, inaccessible, 

attainable by a miracle only to those who feel they have wings: that 

it has liberated itself in the main from dependence on surroundings 

and background L .. ] 10 

Rodin's relationship 10 space and to the implication of gravity is extreme, bu t his 

priorities adequately represent a longstandi ng characterization of the statue's domain 

as being distinct from the shared space of the surrounding environment. Ironically, Rodin 

himse lf ca me 10 acknowledge that his sculptures worked beSI when installed in such a 

way that they seemed 10 imeract with each other, even if they alt individually appeared, 

{J<1C'e Rilke, "fortress-like" in their denial or gravity or orientation. I I Similarly, there are 

many exa mples of nineteent h- and early- Iwemieth-cemury statues that somehow 
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address the environment in which they are placed, from Adolf von Hildebrand lO 

Brancusi. The dialogue between sculptures and their archilecl'Ural and public settings, 

however, often occurs nOI on a semantic level but in relation to overall design. In most, 

there remains a distinction between the spatial context represented within the sculpture 

and the experientia l space of the viewer. They may overlap to some extent , but' the 

viewer rarely thinks he or she is inside the space of sculptural representntion. 12 What 

makes both Giacometti's and Epstei n's works stand OUI in relation to these earlie r 

conventions is their implication of contimti ty between the floor on which the represented 

women lie prostrate and the floor on which the viewer ci rcumambulates around them. 

More than merely addressi ng the space of the viewer, these works gain their effect by 

establishing that the represented selli ng for the scu lptural figure is one and the same as 

the litera l environment of the viewe r. That is, these works aggressively activate the 

floor itself .1S p,1rt of the sculpwte A statue merely standi ng without a base would not, 

in itself, call attention to the sha red space of the floor as directly and confrontationa lly 

as these figu res.!3 Krauss has remarked that Giacomelli's sculpture was "inserted more 

directly into the flow of ambient space. The Woman with her throat C/lt of 1932 was a 

work placed squarely on the noor, the human form fashioned from a disarray of 

sheathings, resembli ng a pile of old rags which the viewer might trip over."!'! More 

than JUSt placed as an obstacle or obstruction, however, this scul ptu re goes fu rther in 

extending its representationa l domain to the noor, incorporating it as a constituent 

eleme nt. The same holds true for Epstein'S Woman possessed, which is only fully 

intelligible if we understand the figure as fallen to - and semantically reliant on - the 

actual ground. In shon, unlike the tradition of spatially isolated freestandi ng statuary, 

Womall wir/! her Throm Cllt and WOUI<1Il possessed do have a specific represented spatia l 

context and background - that of the litera l floor itself. IS 

The second , related feature of figu rat ive sculpture german e to these works is 

scu lpture's conventional limitation either to the single figure or to a sma ll group. 

Material, spatial and economic factors generally constrain large compositions of many 

freestanding statues. (There are a small number of exceptions to this in freestanding 

sculpture, but most often the impulse towards more com plex, multi-figure compositions 

manifested it self in rel ief sculpture.) A central problem for both anists and viewers of 

freestanding sculpture is the difficu lty posed by identification of and with a statue thm 

must adequa tely convey its mythological, historical, or other subject matter through 

the sing le standing figure alone. [n response to this problem of how the si ngle figure 

could tell a story or provide a message, there emerged an ela borate language of the 

human body and its poses, culminat ing in the codes of nineteent h-century academic 

sculpture in which meaning was atta ched to subtle variations in position and 
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oriemation .16 Many viewers today find nineteenth-century figura tive sculpture opaque 

precisely because they are unfamiliar with the nua nces of com position, thus lllcking the 

formal vocabulary that was central to the wlly in which ma ny ninetee nth -ce ntury 

viewers understood and evaluated sculpture. This limitation to the isolated single figure 

(or sma ll group) effect ively meant that the sculptural body on its own had to carry the 

bu rden of conveying its meaning with a min imum of those tools and strategies available 

to anists working in pictorial media. The body, alone (and often nude), ca me to be 

responsible for expressing a host of ideals, emotions and concerns. In this context, such 

seemingly basic formal issues as pose and orientation carried with them a great deal of 

semantic weight - as was the case with verticality and horizonrality. 

With these conventions in mind , it becomes increasingly clear that one can 

understand the drllmatic horizontality of Giacometti's Womml with her throM cut and 

Epstein'S WOl1wn possessed not as the resu lt of isolated sui generis formal decisions but, 

rather, in relation to the rules and expectations of the format of the freestand ing statue 

from which they extrapolated . Both artists rejected the spatial and semantic separateness 

of the statue, but did so by predicating their horizontal bodies on the nuanced meanings 

that the conventions of stat uary ascribed to the poses and orientations of the 

freestanding single figure. Obviollsly, there were horizontally-oriented statues prior to 

1932. They were, however, limited to two main options, both of which set them apart 

from the heroic format of the frees tanding vertical statue. Simply pur, the horizonta l 

statue was either physically incapacitated or female. Unlike the wider range of poses one 

finds in painting, the horizonta l or recl ining figure in scul pture is largely lim ited to a 

handful of major categories. The majority of sculpted male horizontal fig ures are dying, 

wou nded or dead.17 When one surveys the traditions of the statue, one finds horizomal 

inj ured warriors or heroes laid to rest , but very few able-bodied reclining men (and 

only the occasional boy) .18 By cont rast, one can fi nd a larger number of unwounded 

recumbent female statues, most ly nudes. As in the tradition of the female nude in 

painting, the reclining sculpted female figure is justified through a fairly explicit address 

to eroticism and the presumed male gaze. There are exceptions to this, as for exa mple 

Franc;ois Joseph Basio's Hyacinth .1l'v.1iting his tum to lhrowihediscus (c. 1824), but often 

these do li ttle more than transpose the eroticism anribut'ed to the reclining female to the 

fe minized adolescent nude boy. 

Any decision to make a horizontal sculpture cou ld not have been ignora m of these 

conventions. With in the language of figurative statuary, the con notat ions ascribed to 

horizontality we re derived from its inversion of the proper format for the sta tue, 

standing tatl. Either unable to stand or female. the body represemed in horizontal statues 

is prima rily defined by the presumed lack of that which the statue has historically 
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conveyed - the idea lity of a personage or subject to be emulated. For sculpture, in other 

words, uprightness was a primary sign of subjectivity and mental activity while 

horizontality was, by inference, a sign of weakness or vu lnerability. In this schema, 

only women have consistently been allowed to occupy the laner position without being 

dead, wounded, or asleep. In effect, the conventions of statuary tacitly enforced a double 

standard whereby women, but not men, were more often represented as objects. 19 

Horizontality in figurative sculpture, in other words, was far from a neutral option . It 

was designated as difference - in this case, difference from the standing statue. 

Necessarily, difference establishes a hieran:hical distinction between what it stipulates as 

the primary term and an other term defined as that which the primary term is not. Qr, 

more to the point , in constitu ting the 'secondary' term , the 'primary' term becomes 

itself constituted via difference as being primary, pre·existing, natural and neutral. In the 

case of the language of scu lptural composit ion under consideration here, that which was 

defined as the neutra l primary position was the erect statue. The act of standing 

functioned as an axioma tic staning point for th is medium at pains [Q project an illusion 

of mental activity and life OntO immotile, obdu rate three-dimensional objecls.2o In the 

convent ions of figurative scu lptu re, the horizontal format gained its panicular 

parameters and connotations via its defi nitional d ifference from the erect statue. 

However, once we see how this difference has unequally distributed representations of 

male and female figures in the history of statuary, it becomes clea r that this 

compositional difference relies upon and reiterates binary sexual djfferel'lcc. The limited 

range of subject matter a llowed in horizontal statuary (wounded, dead, vulnerable 

and/or female) illustrates that the vertical and the horizontal are not simply divergent 

artistic options. They are exposed as being gendered polarities wi th the natural ized 

primary terms (sta nding, subject, ideal) defined as implicitly male and the secondary 

rerms (recli ning, object, vulnerable) coded in terms of the nm-male, or the female. 

This binary line of reasoning can be t raced back to the pervasive hie rarchical 

differe ntiat ion of mind from body and matte r in Western thought, which, in turn, 

reinforced sexual difference through the formula of 'female is 1'0 male as nature (or body) 

is to culture (or mind)'.21 Paradoxically, fo r a medium that dealt primarily with the 

representation of the human body as the sign for subjecli vity, this reductive logic 

sanclioned the scu lptural representation of reclining women as mere objects rather 

than as proper subject'S. Although we generally on ly see men in similar posit ions when 

their bodies have failed them (and, as is often said, they are 'returning to the earth'), 

women can less problemalically occupy that horizontal position with in these traditions 

when they are offered up as erotic or sensual objccts.22 

I recognize that I have painted the traditions of figura tive sculpture in very broad 
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strokes, parsing distinctions and categories that are, necessarily, generalizations. I have 

done this in order to bring to light the nevertheless operative and pernicious gendered 

hierarchies that have underwritten the production of three-dimensional representations 

of human bodies. Epstein and Giacometti represent a self-conscious elaboration of the 

logical foundations of these traditions. The horizontality they employ is not innocent, but 

rather based on an inversion of the general expectations for the statue and its equation of 

gender and orientation. Their move was radical in its break with the traditions of statuary 

while at the same time logically consistent with its underlying assumptions. They used both 

of the two categoties of horizontal sculpture - the incapacitated and the female - in order 

to drive their statues mercilessly 10 the floor. This should indicate 10 us how demanding this 

art-theoretical gambit was and, consequently, why (especially in the case of the more 

well-known Giacometli) its polemicism became such a precedent for the development of 

the broader parameters of scul ptUre in the twentieth century (and the eventual 

abandonment, or marginalization, of the statue format in roto). 

My characte rization of horizonraliry as a problem for the statue format that 

culminates in the break represented by these two works can be linked to the broader 

interest in the horizontal in twentieth-century art from the 19205 onwards. This 

trajectory has been explored by Krauss and Yve-Alain Bois under the umbrella of the 

"fonnless", a term whose use these authors t.race back to the writings of Georges Bataille. 

Bataille's writings, in fact, provide one of the most compelling discussions of the 

traditional association of uprightness with subjectivity. In his essay, 'The Big Toe', Bataille 

argued that the foot represented the uncontrolled bodiliness and undifferentiated matter 

that Enlightenment conceptions of the mind and rationality had attempted to suppress 

and surpass. He began the essay, 

The big toe is the most Ill/man part of the human body, in the sense 

that no other element of this body is as differentiated from the 

corresponding element of the anthropoid ape (chimpanzee, gorilla, 

orangutan, or gibbon). This is due to the fact that the ape is tree 

dwelling, whereas man moves on the earth without clinging to 

branches, having himself become a tree, in other words raiSing 

himself straight up in the air like a tree, and all the more beautiful 

fo r the correctness of his erection. In addition, the function of the 

human foot consists in giving a firm foundation to the erection of 

which man is so proud (t he big toe, ceasing to grasp branches, is 

applied to the ground on the same plane as the other toes).23 
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As Bataitle goes on to explain, the toe, and the foot more generally, best represent the 

d isti nction between humans and lower ani mals (in bot h the use of toes by primates 

and the function of the toe in standing "straight up in the air like a tree"). Nevertheless, 

humans see the toe and foot - the points of contact with the ground - as dirty and base. 

He continued, "But whatever role played in the erection by his foot, man, who has a light 

head, in other words a head raised 10 the heavens and heaven ly thi ngs, sees it as spit, 

on the pretext that he has this foot in the mud."24 

Bataitle then proceeded to explore the variety of attitudes toward the foot , build ing 

directly on the Freudian interest in foot fe tishism. In his opening paragraphs, however, 

he accura tely pinpointed the equation of uprightness with subjectivi ty that, [ would 

argue, also underwrites the trad itions of figura t ive sculpture. For Bataille, it is 

humanity's unease with the one horizontal part of the body (the foot) and its adjacency 

10 the ground that in a larger sense exposes the human subject's suppression of its own 

bodiliness and materiality. Undermi ning that Enl ightenmenr distinction between mind 

and matter, Bataille argued that the toe is the facilitator of human mentality and 

subjectivity just as it reminds us that bodiliness and materiality can not be completely 

repressed or controlled by rationality. 

Bataille characterized humanity's pursuit of eleva t ion , generally, as flight from 

those base aspects wh ich, fo llowing the general principles of Freudian psychoanalysis 

upon which Bataitle drew, were repressed only to return. He wrote, 

Although within the body blood flows in equal quantities from high 

to low and from low to high, there is a bias in favor of that which 

elevates itself, and human life is erroneously seen as an elevation. 

The division of the universe into subterranean hell and perfectly 

pure heaven is an indelible conception, mud and darkness being the 

princip/esof evil as light and celestia l space are the prillcipiesof 

good: with their feel in mud but their heads more or less in light, 

men obstinately imagine a tide that will permanently elevate them, 

never to return, into pure space. 25 

Bois and Krauss have extrapolated from Bataitle's interest in the formless a coumer

formulation of twentieth centu ry an. 26 In their account, the horizontal emerged as a key 

term that, they argued, had been inadequately apprehended in an-historical discussions, 

despite its profound impact on the work of anists in the twentieth century. Speaking of 

the reception of the drip painti ngs of Jackson Pollock by sculptors such as Richard 

Serra, Krauss writes that the central feature to be adapted was not flatness , as the 
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prevailing accounts would have it, but "i t was to rotate [Pollock's] work Out of the 

dimension of the pictorial object altogether and, by placing his canvases on the floo r, to 

transform the whole project of an from making objects, ill their increas ingly reified form, 

to articulating the vectors that connect objects to subjects." Serra did this by 

"understanding this vector as the horizonta l field of an event".27 The connectivity 

between subjects and objects of which Krauss writes occurs via the horizontal extension 

of the floor itse lf as the location of the sculpture an d of the viewing subject. Such 

connectivity is precisely what Giacometti and Epstein fought so hard to win within the 

parameters of figurative sculpture in 1932. 

Krauss had earlier linked Giacometti's horizontal sculptures to Bataille's theories 

in her imponanr essay, 'No More Play', which initially appeared in the catalogue to the 

controversial 1984 Museum of Modern An exhibition, Primitivism in 20th cennuyan: 

the affinity of the tribal.1l!d the modern III that essay, she argued that the horizontal 

format ofGiacometti's objects and gameboards from the early 1930s developed from the 

primitive a new conception of sculpture nor tied to the reflection of human verticality, 

and thus of mythic subjectivity. "The gameboard, with its little pieces, is a representat ion 

in which the symbolic is made a function of the base, the base in Bataille's sense 

(basesse), a concept far from surrealist poetics, forged instead out of a vision of the 

primitive."28 According to Krauss, this development is Giacometti's principal innovation , 

one which he unfortunately (for her) rejected when he turned back to figurative 

scu lpture. Beyond positioning Giacometti as the initiator of a reading of the primitive 

based in a conceptually soph isticated repudiation of form and subjectivity (rather than 

primitivism as a mere stylistic borrowing), Krauss's essay laments the figurative sculptor 

Giacometti would become. With its implicit uprightness, the figurative statue serves as 

that which Giacometti temporarily rejected only to be seduced by it again. 

Not iceably absent from Krauss's argument abou t Giacomeni's horizontality is 

Woman with her throat ClJt - despite its position as a principa l precedent for the more 

radica l uses of the horizontal in the an of the 1960s and after. The works she chose to 

focus on as exemplars of Giacomelli's horizontality can all be subsumed under the 

category of objects. Since the figurative statue served as Krauss's target in this essay, it 

is not surprising that she passed over the one horizontal sculpture of Giacomeni's that 

represents a whole figure (however abstracted) . Other works such as He.1d/i..1ndscape 

or Dis<1greeableobjea (1931) may represent or imply bodily pans, but none of the works 

she pra ised in that essay can be understood ro be figura tive statues. It is the figu rative 

that she characterized as conservative, and in this taxonomy Woman with her throat cut 

can be litt le more than a hold-over from Giacomeni's earlier statues (such as Spoon 

woman of 1926) with their parroting of primitive sources.29 Without a doubt, by being 
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a slatue (as I have asserl ed il is throughoUl), Wom.1n with her throm CII/ is more 

lrad ilionallha n Ihe gameboard pieces such as Circuit (1931) or No more play (1 933). 

Like in the centuries of European sculplure that preceded ii , WOIIJ.1n with her fhrom cur 

wok the human form as the primary and almost exclusive subject matter for sculpture. 

Such a reliance on the human form led to the exclusion of this sculplure from Krauss's 

ex plication of horizontality. We should recognize, however, that in its re la tionship to 

the contexi and conventions of figurative sculpture, WOIIJ.11l with her fitro.1t cur tells us 

something important about the parameters and li mitations of that tradition. To pu t il 

frankly, Giacomeui's case demonslrates Ihat it may, in fact, have been easier to develop 

horizontality without refe rence to the human body (wi th its assumed eq uation of 

uprightness and subjectivity) . This was, ult imately, Krauss's point - that Giacometti 

refused the category of the statue as a means of formulating a scu lptu re that denied 

form, independence, rationality and uprighmess. 

However, we ca n characterize Giacomeui's relation to the fig ure from a different 

perspective. By working withifl the trad ition of the fi gu rative statue and its convent ional 

role of exe mplifying the idea l subject (be it a heroic figure or a mythologica l idea l) , 

Giacometti achieved baseness in a differe nt way. In WOIIUIII with her (hrom CiIt, he 

effected the repud iation of the coherent, rational subject through the representation of 

a woman who had lost self-possession, th us aski ng the viewer to fo llow a cha in of 

differential inversions: from the venical to the horizontal, from the livi ng person 10 the 

dead body, and from the phallic vert icality of the st atue to the reclining female nude. 

Rather than overlook Woman with her throm cut beca use it is a sta t'Ue, I contend that 

only by see ing it in terms of well-establ ished figurative convent ions can we grasp its 

imporl for and complicat ion of the presumptions of that tradition. 

lbken with Epstein'S contemporaneous work and its si milar strategies, we ca n see 

that both artists soug ht to embrace the horizontal condit ion of the noar shared wi th 

the viewer. In order to do this wilh <1 srmlle, however, they could not just do away with 

the base or the pedestal. They had to reiterate this downward move through the paired 

inversions of the upright statue and Ihe male subjectivi ty it implied. The abandonment 

of the pedestal , in other words, required a regist ration and re-ordering of the vertical 

stallle's gendered logic. 

As something which elevates its subject, the pedestal imroduces venicality even in the 

mOSI horizontal of fig ural compositions, creating a separation from the space of the viewer. 

In essence, an equation of ascendance and transcendence underwrites the pedesta l. It 

physica lly adds to an object or figure's height at the sa me time as it semant ically brackets 

that thing from the other things in the world. For sculptu re, this framing also selVes to push 

the object on the pedestal into the realm of the exemplary. As Krauss argued, 
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The very axis of verticality decla res the apartness of sculpture's 

representational fie ld from the world of aClUality, and this 

dimension is traditionally introduced by the uprightness of the 

pedestal, its remova l from the space of the real.30 

The pedestal, in short, ensu res both the separa teness and ideality of any sratue. 

Traditionally, sculpture has carried with it the assumption of civic function, and from the 

Archaic kOllfOi onwards [he frees tandin g figure has often pla yed the role of 

person ification of ideals. The pedesta l se rved this function , an d it was the chain of 

connota tions of the pedestal, elevation, and verticali ty that Giacomeni and Epstein 

sought to subvert by pushing thei r figures directly to the floor and by exaggerating the 

suppression of subjectiviry implicit in the sculptural representa tion of the reclini ng 

female nude. As I have clai med, this move exposes the traditional and pernicious string 

of imbricated and interdependent differences through which gender is managed in these 

representationa l conventions. 

I have used th is pivotal episode in 193210 pry open the gendered logic thai sel 

some of the terms for modernist sculpture's reconceplualization of the figurative. For our 

immediate purposes, this helps us recogn ize that a metaleptic set of associations rooted 

in gender difference facilitated Giacometti's and Epstein's aba ndonment of the pedesra\ 

in 1932. In turn, our recognition of the const itutive role played by gender in both the 

shift from the vertical to the horizon tal an d in the move from pedesta l to floor can 

provide the basis for a reconsideration of the later twent ieth century sculpru re that traces 

itself back to this fo rmative moment. 
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